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CCTV Monitoring - Intelligent Intrusion Detection. 

Live CCTV monitoring has increased hugely in recent years. It protects 
premises by detecting motion using motion sensor beams fitted near 
external cameras, or by using a system that can analyse movement 
within specific areas. This generates an alarm which causes the       
system to activate at the monitoring station, where they can see live 
footage from the CCTV cameras. The monitoring station can speak      
directly to Intruders onsite..e.g., "Would the man in the blue jacket 
please leave the site, or the Gardai will be called". They also have a 
direct line to the Gardai and can direct them to the Intruders as they 
can see where they hide onsite.  
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NEWSLETTER  

2011 was a year that marked a 

huge increase in burglaries, 

both in businesses and homes. 

Many serious robberies            

occurred by armed raiders,        

putting staff, customers and 

premises at risk. Hall Alarms 

would recommend that all 

premises holding cash have a 

panic alarm system that the 

staff can use to alert others. A 

high quality CCTV system can 

also aid the Gardai greatly in 

catching raiders and recovering 

stolen items. 
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Maintenance and Monitoring, an essential, 

not a luxury 

You have had a state of the Art Intruder Alarm       
installed by Hall Alarms, so, why should you        
consider annual Maintenance and Monitoring    

Agreements? 

At a time when money is in short supply these items 

may well be dismissed as “frills”.  Not so.  Both are 
integral parts of a comprehensive Intruder Alarm System to thwart even 
the most determined burglars 

In recognition of the value of Maintenance and Monitoring, Insurance   
Companies will generally give discounts of 5% - 15% where these are in 
place. 

If Homeowners check their House Insurance policies, they will generally 
find that it is a term of the Policy that the 
Intruder Alarm is maintained by an       

approved Company.  Breach of any such 
condition can have dire consequences for 
the householder. 

With a minimum requirement of an       
Annual Maintenance visit, the options are 
a Comprehensive Maintenance Contract 

or an individual service visit. The            
advantage of a Comprehensive           
Maintenance Contract is that it covers all 

Maintenance visits or fault checks during 
the year including callout fees and        

replacement equipment..                         
It’s a “no–brainer” really! 

Monitoring is a service that ensures that 

no alarm activation is ignored.  A real    
person in an Irish based central station 
will contact the householder or keyholder 

in person and ask for password              
identification and confirmation that all is 
well.  The central station will alert the 

Gardai where necessary.  This is a further 
crime prevention measure that represents 
excellent value.                                         

 Get priceless peace of mind at an affordable Annual fee.   

Cut back on the luxuries, not the essentials. 
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INVITATION 

 

 

 

 

" The Future of Security, IP CCTV Can Save you money" 

Hall Alarms would like to cordially invite you to a                 

Demonstration on IP CCTV.                                                             

Venue: The Clonmel Park Hotel, Tuesday 6th March 2012, @ 2.15pm 

 

 

Benefits of IP CCTV to you: 

 IP cameras offer especially high detail precision with Megapixel 
resolution, at least 3 times better quality than standard analogue 
cameras.  

 Megapixel IP Cameras give significantly better zoom in capabilities 
of live and playback images. 

 IP cameras can cover a wider area, so are more economical for     
bigger area. 

 Better Integration with other systems, i.e. email events,....can be 
viewed on network by multiple people 

 Easier installation on available network points. 


